Childrens Everyday Bible by Selina Hastings

Childrens Everyday Bible Great!

365 stories-one for every day of the year -- treat very young readers to inspirational tales from the Bible, specially retold in simple language just for them. Lively, beautiful illustrations bring to life these timeless and instructional stories. DK Childrens Everyday Bible is ideal for sharing Old and New Testament miracles and adventures at bedtime or storytime. A clear and engaging map is included to depict the scenes and sites found in the stories, helping children (and parents!) put the world of the Bible into context. This volume is an invaluable addition to every familys devotional library.

We have been attending church regularly for 5 months now. I got this as a gift for my 3 and 5 year old for Easter. My 5 year old loves it, he had requested a bible with pictures in it. The pictures are great and the stories hold his attention so well we read much more than one page each night. My 3 year old is not so interested at this time.